Now Available: Clear Vinyl Cleaning Kits

Use the Easy 1-2-3 steps to keep your Continental press polished vinyl in tip-top shape. The new cleaning kits offer simple solutions to Clean, Protect and Preserve flexible clear windows throughout the year! Whether the weather is good or bad in your neck of the woods.

CLEAN
Caring for your Automotive, Marine or Commercial clear flexible windows and enclosures begins with CLEAN. It is formulated as a non-detergent, non-abrasive true soap. It will not remove previously applied polish or wax. It's non-streaking, non-spotting formulation rinses clear with reduced drying time.

PROTECT
Cleans, shines, and protects Automotive, Marine or Commercial clear flexible windows safely and effectively. With UV protection to enhance flexibility and an anti-static formulation to help repel dirt from the surface, this product can be used daily, removing fingerprints and other contamination to keep clear flexible windows shining like new.

PRESERVE
Formulated to safely clean, polish and protect your Automotive, Marine or Commercial clear flexible windows. This polymer product molecularly bonds to the surface creating a nearly invincible protective barrier against the damaging effects of marine environment pollutants.